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Endoscopy is one of themost important procedures in diagnosis and treatment of gastrointestinal tract problems.While endoscopic
procedure has tremendous benefits, physicians require considerable practice and time to develop competency. Current endoscopic
training process involves cognitive learning and hands-on training under the supervision of an expert gastroenterologist. Previous
studies have shown that fellow involvement prolongs procedural time and incurs additional expenses to the institution. Moreover,
the patient also experiences more discomfort and injury risk. Introduction of training simulator into the training process could
reduce the involvement of the patients and thus reduce the risk. Porcine model is commonly used for training in endoscopy
due to the similar tactile response to a human gastrointestinal tract. However, information on elastic behavior of pig or human
gastrointestinal tract for the engineering purposes was limited. In this study, the modulus of elasticity and ultimate tensile stress
data of the pig stomach and intestines, small and large intestines, were measured and compared with multiple rubber stomach
and intestines models. Based on the experimental results and experienced gastroenterologists feedback, the proposed dipped
rubber composition can provide a satisfactory tactile feedback and could be used to simulate a human gastrointestinal tract for
an endoscopic simulation training model.

1. Introduction

Endoscopy is a procedure for examining a gastrointestinal
(GI) tract. Different type of endoscope, usually a long flexible
tube with a light and camera attached to the tip, is used
depending on the procedure. For example, upper endoscopy
uses gastroscope for examination of the lining of the upper
part of the GI tract: esophagus, stomach, and duodenum.
Colonoscopy uses colonoscope for examination of the lining
of the large intestine: rectum and colon. These procedures
are also called minimally invasive surgery since the diag-
nosis and treatments can be done with reduced invasion.
The statistical data from World Cancer Report by World
HealthOrganization (WHO) shows that gastrointestinal tract
cancers are among the leading causes of death from cancer
[1]. The treatment, especially at the earlier stage, can be

done and will reduce death rates significantly [2, 3]. While
endoscopic procedure has tremendous benefits, physicians
require considerable practice and time to develop compe-
tency. Current endoscopic training process involves cognitive
learning and hands-on training under the supervision of
an expert gastroenterologist. Previous studies showed that
fellow involvement prolongs procedural time and incurs
additional expenses to the institution [4]. Moreover, the
patient also experiences more discomfort and injury risk.
Introduction of training simulator into the training process
could reduce the involvement of the patients and thus reduce
the risk [5]. In a review of adverse events, Panteris et al.
reviewed the perforation which was the result of endoscopic
manipulation and found the frequency of perforation to be 1
in 1400 for overall colonoscopies and 1 in 1000 for therapeutic
colonoscopies [6].
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Figure 1: A low-cost training simulator proposed by Surangsrirat et
al. [7].

American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
(ASGE) published information for principles of training
in gastrointestinal endoscopy and emphasized that the
training should follow a natural progression [8]. They also
recommend that gastroenterology fellows should perform
a minimum of 130 upper endoscopy procedures while the
joint advisory group for endoscopy in Britain recommends
the minimum of 300 procedures and more for colonoscopy
to become competent [9]. The current training method
relies heavily on performing an endoscopy on patient
under the supervision of an experienced gastroenterologist.
Recently, the use of simulators becomes a viable alternative
for endoscopic training. Fellows can experience the manual
manipulations of an endoscope without sacrificing patient
comfort and safety. There are several types of training
simulator for endoscopic training. Porcine model is
commonly used for upper endoscopy training. Virtual reality
computer simulator allows training for both upper and lower
endoscopy. However, substantial investment is required in
order to setup the training facility for both animal model and
virtual reality simulator.

In the previous study, Surangsrirat et al. proposed a
computer integrated endoscopic simulator for training in
upper endoscopy as a low-cost alternative to the traditional
training methods and virtual reality simulators as shown in
Figure 1 [7]. Fellow could train basic maneuvering skills of
the endoscope to achieve certain competency before training
on patient. For endoscopic training simulator, a human GI
tract can be fabricated by using resin or natural rubber (Hevea
brasiliensis), so called Para rubber. In comparisonwith plastic
and resin, mold for rubber fabrication is easier and cheaper
to create. Para rubber is chosen as a raw material to simulate
the GI tract because of its elastomeric chemical property
which makes this material elastic and durable. The rubber

appearance can also be made to closely resemble a human GI
tract.

Further investigations on using rubber to simulate human
GI tract were conducted. Surangsrirat et al. introduced their
first experimental results of rubber samples which were
prepared by rubber casting technique [10]. Since there was
a limited number of usable elastic behavior information on
both pig and human stomachs, the modulus of elasticity and
ultimate tensile stress data of the pig stomach samples were
evaluated and compared with those data of the casted rubber
samples. They found that the casted rubber with normal
668/60 formula and soft surface revealed the closest average
modulus of elasticity and the closest average ultimate tensile
stress to those of the pig samples, in comparison with other
casted rubber samples. Pramuanjaroenkij et al. presented the
experimental evaluations of the stomach rubber samples,
which were prepared by rubber dipping technique, and
compared properties of the dipped rubber samples with the
casted rubber samples [11]. The pig stomach was tested for
the elastic behavior properties: the modulus of elasticity and
ultimate tensile stress data. Then, different rubber samples
from the casting and dipping techniques were prepared and
tested by a universal testingmachine for tensile test. Based on
their experiments, the casted rubberwith 668/60 formula and
2-minute dipped rubber samples showed the closest average
modulus of elasticity and the closest average ultimate tensile
stress to those of the pig stomach samples.

The objective of this research is to experimentally inves-
tigate the elastic properties of pig stomach, pig intestine, and
rubber samples from the casting and dipping techniques to
find a suitable rubber composition and fabrication technique
that could represent a human GI tract for an endoscopic
training simulator. Samples with the most suitable modulus
of elasticity and ultimate tensile stress combining with the
assessment of tactile feedback from experienced gastroen-
terologists will be used to fabricate human GI tract for a low-
cost endoscopic training simulator. Lastly, the simulator will
be tested by experienced gastroenterologists and fellows in
the operating room with actual operating room equipment
and setup to validate the usefulness of the simulator in the
fellow training process.

2. Methods

For our experiment, the goal is to find a rubber composition
that could replicate a human gastrointestinal (GI) tract and
provide similar tactile feedback. Therefore, rubber samples
with multiple compositions preparing by the dipping and
casting techniques are fabricated into the shape of human
stomachs and intestines. Fresh pig stomachs and intestines
are also prepared for the experiment. In order to quantita-
tively select a suitable rubber composition with similar elastic
properties to the pig organs, the modulus of elasticity and
ultimate tensile stress are chosen as indicators. Based on
Hooke’s law, the elastic stress is linearly related to elastic strain
by means of the modulus of elasticity as

𝑆 = 𝐸𝜀, (1)
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Figure 2: Tensile test using universal testing machine 8872, Instron
8872 Servohydraulic UTM.
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Figure 3: The dimension of dumbbell shaped specimen for the
tensile test.

where 𝑆 is elastic stress, 𝐸 is modulus of elasticity or Young’s
modulus, and 𝜀 is elastic strain [12]. The basic data on the
mechanical properties of a material can be obtained from the
tension test. Load and elongation are measured at frequent
intervals during the test and expressed as average stress and
strain according to Hooke’s law. The greatest stress that a
sample can withstand without experiencing a permanent
strain when the load is removed is defined as an elastic limit.
The slope of a stress-strain curve in this region is a modulus
of elasticity. However, the elastic limit is tedious; therefore the
proportional limit is often replaced and this limit is the stress
at which the stress-strain curve deviates from linearity. For
engineering purposes, the limit of usable elastic behavior is
described by the yield strength. Yield strength is defined as
the stress which will produce a small amount of permanent
deformation. Eventually, the load reaches a maximum value
and the maximum load divided by the original area of the
specimen is the ultimate tensile strength.

Figure 2 shows a universal testing machine 8872, Instron
8872 Servohydraulic UTM, which was used for tensile test
in our experiments. The tensile test followed ASTM D412
standard test method for rubber and elastomers.The samples
were cut into equal size dumbbell shaped specimen with
the dimension as illustrated in Figure 3. Each specimen was
loaded into the tensile grips. The test began by separating
tensile grips at the speed of 500 millimeter per minute. The
grips stopped after the sample break. For the first experiment,

Table 1: The composition of the main casted rubber sample used in
the experiment.

Ingredient Amount (gram)
60% latex 668
10% potassium oleate 60
50% sulfur 16
50% ZDEC 8
50% ZMBT 8
50%Wingstay L 8
50% zinc oxide 40
33% DPG 8

Table 2: The composition of the main dipped rubber sample used
in the experiment.

Ingredient Amount (gram)
60% latex 100
10% potassium hydroxide 0.25
10% potassium laurate 0.2
50% sulfur 1.25
50% ZDEC 0.4
50% ZMBT 1
50%Wingstay L 1
50% zinc oxide 1
33% DPG 1.5
50% calcium carbonate 22.5

a relationship between the rubber and the pig stomach
samples was investigated. Figures 4 and 5 show the chosen pig
stomachs and stomach shaped rubber samples, respectively.
Two main rubber fabrication techniques, the casting and
dipping, were used to fabricate stomach shaped rubber
samples. The composition of the main casting and dipping
rubber samples is listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Both
pig stomachs and rubber samples were cut into dumbbell
shaped specimen for the tensile test. The total of 10 pig
stomach specimens was used in this experiment. For the
rubber samples, 5 specimens for each of the 7 different
rubber compositions, 3 for casted rubber, and 4 for dipped
rubber, for the total of 35 rubber specimens, were prepared.
The modulus of elasticity and ultimate tensile stress of each
specimen were measured and recorded. Then, the properties
measured from the stomach and rubber specimens were
compared and evaluated to find the closest elastic behavior
between the two. The rubber samples with closest properties
will be selected and evaluated for their tactile feedback by
experienced gastroenterologists.

In the second experiment, we would like to verify that
a relationship between the rubber and pig intestine samples
was similar to the first experiment. Since the small and large
intestines have different characteristics, the pig intestine was
separated into the small intestine and the large intestine as
shown in Figure 6. Based on the evaluation from experienced
gastroenterologists in the previous experiment, the casted
stomach shaped rubber samples could not provide satisfac-
tory tactile feedback, even though some of the qualitative
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Figure 4: Pig stomach samples before the tensile test preparation process.

Figure 5: Casted and dipped stomach shaped rubber samples.

Figure 6: Pig small and large intestines samples.
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Figure 7: Dipped intestine shaped rubber samples.

Table 3: Average modulus of elasticity and average ultimate tensile stress for the pig stomach samples and casted and dipped rubber samples.

Samples Average modulus of elasticity (𝐸); MPa Average ultimate tensile stress (UTS); MPa
Pig stomach 0.004567 0.24
668/60 casted 0.0015 0.15
600/70 casted 1st 0.0020 0.34
600/70 casted 2nd 0.0015 0.32
3min dipped 0.003466 2.239
2min dipped 0.003566 2.644
1min dipped 0.003817 2.956
20 sec dipped 0.003053 0.240

properties of the rubber were close to the pig stomach.
Therefore, only the dipped intestine shaped rubber samples
were used in this experiment. Figure 7 shows dipped intestine
shaped rubber samples. The total of 10 dumbbell shaped
pig intestine specimens was used in this experiment, 5
specimens for small intestine and 5 specimens for large
intestine, respectively. For the rubber samples, 3 different
dipped rubber compositions for the total of 30 dumbbell
shaped rubber specimenswere prepared, 15 for small intestine
and 15 for large intestine. The modulus of elasticity and
ultimate tensile stress of each specimen were measured and
recorded for further evaluation.

3. Results and Discussion

For the evaluation of the rubber and pig stomach samples,
the total of 10 dumbbell shaped pig stomach specimens was
used in this experiment. Seven different rubber compositions,
3 for casted and 4 for dipped rubber samples, for the total
of 35 dumbbell shaped rubber specimens were prepared, 5
specimens for each composition. The difference between the
casted rubber compositions is mainly the ratio of latex and
potassium oleate where the difference of the dipped rubber
compositions is the dipped duration. Table 3 shows average
modulus of elasticity and average ultimate tensile stress for
the pig stomach, 3 different compositions of the casted
stomach shaped rubber samples and 4 different compositions
of the dipped stomach shaped rubber samples. Stress-strain

curves for the pig stomach and the casted rubber samples are
shown in Figure 8. All of the casted compositions have lower
average modulus of elasticity comparing to the pig stomach.
However, the 668/60 casted composition has closer average
ultimate tensile stress.Therefore, the 668/60 compositionwas
selected as a representation of the casted rubber. Figure 9
shows the stress-strain curves for the pig stomach and the
dipped rubber samples. The 1min, 2min, and 3min dipped
samples have relatively close average modulus of elasticity
comparing to the pig stomach. Both 2min and 3min dipped
samples have a close average ultimate tensile stress. We
ultimately selected 2min as a representation of the dipped
rubber since it has a closer average of modulus of elasticity
to the pig stomach.

A close-up view of the stress-strain curves of the repre-
sentation of the casted and dipped rubber and pig stomach
is shown in Figure 10. Despite the fact that the casted rubber
sample has similar characteristic to the pig stomach at low
tension, the dipped rubber sample characteristic resembles
the pig stomach at higher tension.The higher elastic modulus
of the dipped rubber sample also implied that the flexibility
of dipped sample was high. From the average ultimate tensile
stress point of view, the casted rubber sample was closer
to the pig sample. The ultimate tensile stress of the dipped
rubber sample was significantly greater than both the casted
rubber and pig stomach. Nonetheless, higher ultimate tensile
stress also implied that the dipped rubber stomach could
take higher impact from the gastroenterologist trainees.
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Figure 8: Stress-strain curves for the pig stomach samples and the
casted rubber samples.
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Figure 9: Stress-strain curves for the pig stomach samples and the
dipped rubber samples.

Therefore, their lifetime could be longer than the casted
rubber and would be suitable for multiple training sessions.

Both 668/60 casted and 2min dipped rubber compo-
sitions were used to fabricate the human stomach shaped
rubber models in order to validate their tactile feedback by
experienced gastroenterologists. Both models were mounted
into the endoscopic training simulator ready for the gastroen-
terologists to perform an upper endoscopy diagnosis. After
the performance, gastroenterologists gave similar comments
that the tactile feedback of the casted rubber stomach was not
realistic anddefinitelyworse than the dipped rubber stomach.
They also stated that the tactile feedback of the dipped rubber
stomach was acceptable and closely resemble the human
stomach.The explanation could be that the dipped rubber has
higher modulus of elasticity and the closer characteristic to
pig stomach at high tension.

According to the feedback from experienced gastroen-
terologists in the stomach experiment, only the dipped
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Figure 10: Close-up view of the stress-strain curves for the pig
stomach samples and representation of casted and dipped rubber
samples.
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Figure 11: Close-up view of the stress-strain curves for the pig small
intestine samples and the dipped rubber samples.

intestine shaped rubber samples were used for the intestine
experiment. Since the small and large intestines have different
characteristics, the pig intestine samples were separated into
the small and large intestine. The total of 10 pig intestine
specimens was used in this experiment, 5 specimens for
small and 5 specimens for large intestines, respectively. For
the rubber samples, 3 different dipped rubber compositions
for the total of 30 rubber specimens were prepared, 15
specimens for small intestine and 15 specimens for large
intestine. Tables 4 and 5 show average modulus of elasticity
and average ultimate tensile stress for the dipped intestine
shaped rubber samples and the pig small intestine and large
intestine, consequently. Since the ultimate tensile stress of
the dipped rubber was much higher than the pig intestine,
only close-up view of the stress-strain curves for the dipped
rubber samples and the pig small and large intestine samples
are shown in Figures 11 and 12.Moreover, the biological tissue
could be defined as viscoelastic material [13]; the stress-strain
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Table 4: Average modulus of elasticity and average ultimate tensile stress for the pig small intestine samples and dipped rubber samples.

Samples Average modulus of elasticity (𝐸); MPa Average ultimate tensile stress (UTS); MPa
Pig small intestine 0.006161969 0.221
3min dipped 0.000922296 1.417
2min dipped 0.002700755 9.354
1min dipped 0.004656689 6.781

Table 5: Average modulus of elasticity and average ultimate tensile stress for the pig large intestine samples and dipped rubber samples.

Samples Average modulus of elasticity (𝐸); MPa Average ultimate tensile stress (UTS); MPa
Pig large intestine 0.017326077 0.514
3min dipped 0.002305288 4.601
2min dipped 0.003308379 6.131
1min dipped 0.003881354 4.327
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Figure 12: Close-up view of the stress-strain curves for the pig large
intestine samples and the dipped rubber samples.

relationship can change as the loading speed or strain rate
changes. Since the natural rubber behavior could be defined
as elastic material, the viscoelastic and elastic materials could
not behave the same but one should take only the interest
tension range into account, for example, from 0% to 150%
tensile strain.

For the small intestine, among the 3 rubber samples,
the result clearly shows that 1min dipped intestine shaped
rubber sample has the closest average modulus of elasticity
and similar stress-strain curve to the pig small intestine
sample. However, for the large intestine, the 2min and 3min
dipped intestine shaped rubber samples have closer stress-
strain curve than 1min sample. The 2min dipped sample
was selected as a representative for the large intestine due
to the closer modulus of elasticity. Similar to the stomach
result, the ultimate tensile stress of the dipped rubber samples
was significantly greater than the pig intestine sample for
both small and large intestine. The results also indicate that
the properties of small and large intestines are different.
Pig large intestine has higher modulus of elasticity and
ultimate tensile stress than small intestine. For the lower
part of the endoscopic training simulator, colonoscopy is an

examination of the lining of the large intestine. We selected
2min and 3min dipped rubber sample for the fabrication of
a human lower GI tract model to be tested by experienced
gastroenterologists. They could not differentiate the 2min
and 3min dipped rubber models. However, they feel that the
tactile feedback from both models was realistic.

4. Conclusion

The modulus of elasticity and ultimate tensile stress data of
the pig organs were measured and compared with multiple
organ shaped rubber samples. The experimental results for
the pig stomach show that casting is not a suitable technique
for fabrication of a gastrointestinal (GI) tract for endoscopic
training simulator. The dipped stomach shaped rubber has a
close modulus of elasticity and similar characteristic to the
pig stomach, based on stress-strain curve at high tension.
Moreover, it could provide satisfactory tactile feedback to
experienced gastroenterologists. Similarly, the experiment
results for the pig intestine reveal that the dipped intestine
shaped rubber has similar characteristic to the pig intestine,
especially the 2min dipped composition. Therefore, in order
for a GI tract rubber model to provide a decent tactile
feedback, the modulus of elasticity and characteristic of the
stress-strain curve at high tension are important factors. High
ultimate tensile stress means that the rubber GI model could
sustain high punched stresses from trainees before being
damaged.Therefore, a durable endoscopic training simulator
could bemade and the rubber GImodel would be suitable for
multiple training sessions.

After the experiment, the proposed rubber composition
and fabrication technique was used tomake a humanGI tract
rubber model for a low-cost endoscopic training simulator
as shown in Figure 13. The simulator was evaluated by 2
hospitals in Thailand, Thammasat University and Kokha
Hospitals, as shown in Figure 14. The evaluation scores were
based on (1) face validity which is a combination of visual,
structural, tactile feedback, practical use, and overall virtue
and (2) content validity which is a practical performing and
responding processes and satisfaction consisting of expe-
rience augmentation, application promptness, and training
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Figure 13: A low-cost endoscopic training simulator using a
proposed rubber composition and fabrication technique for the
human GI tract rubber model.

Figure 14: A low-cost endoscopic training simulator in the operat-
ing room of Kokha Hospital, Thailand.

advantages [14–16]. From total of 10 points, the average face
validity and content validity were 7.76 and 7.5, respectively.
Therefore, a low-cost endoscopic training simulator with
the proposed rubber composition and fabrication technique
could be considered a success and could be used to benefit the
fellow training process.
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